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Chestnut Hill, MA The Street Chestnut Hill welcomed the arrival of specialty coffee brand, Blue
Bottle Coffee. Known for its uncompromising attention to taste, freshness, and sustainability, Blue
Bottle offers only the highest quality coffee that is carefully sourced from around the world, roasted
to perfection, and served at its peak flavor. Whether simply in need of a caffeine fix or a true coffee
connoisseur, guests of The Street will find an exceptional variety of seasonal single origin coffee,
espresso, blends, and more. Blue Bottle is now open and is located next to Vince. 

Blue Bottle at The Street marks the brand’s sixth Boston location and its debut in a Boston suburb. It
offers a wide-ranging menu of seasonal single origin coffees for both pour over and espresso drinks
and a rotating selection of blends. All coffees are roasted precisely to Blue Bottle’s flavor standards
and served at peak flavor for optimal enjoyment. Expect to find offerings like its popular Muscovado
Sugar Latte made with Hayes Valley Espresso; Bella Donovan Blend; and single origins such as
Kenya Kamwangi for pour over drinks, along Blue Bottle’s signature cold indulgence, its New
Orleans-style iced latte, affectionately known as NOLA. 

The menu’s non-coffee beverages include Cascara Fizz, Matcha Latte, and Hot Chocolate. 

Guests can also enjoy sweet and savory freshly made food items like Avocado Toast and Breakfast
Sandwiches, both of which are served on freshly baked bread from local bakery partner, A&J King.

Blue Bottle’s new location at The Street reflects the brand’s signature minimalist style with clean
lines, elemental colors, natural wood finishes, and thoughtful details, including an outdoor,
contactless pickup window for mobile orders. Anchoring the space is a solid-surface coffee bar
made from Corian, concrete, and white oak that curves and stretches from both entrances, serving
as a focal point to welcome its guests. Blue Bottle is currently open for takeout. Dine in seating will
be available at a later date and in compliance with Massachusetts COVID-19 guidelines.

"In our ongoing mission to bring our brand of specialty coffee to new places in a thoughtful,
intentional way, we’re very excited to bring Blue Bottle Coffee to The Street in the vibrant and
historic Chestnut Hill neighborhood. Home to some of the most beloved shops and eateries in
Boston, The Street is the perfect destination for guests to stop by for an espresso drink, pour over,
or cold brew and we look forward to welcoming them,” says Karl Strovink, CEO of Blue Bottle
Coffee.

“From breakfast and lunch to dinner and dessert, The Street has an incredible variety of dining



options. As we continue to expand our culinary offerings, Blue Bottle is our first opening in 2021 and
our very first coffee shop. Its commitment to providing the most sustainable and delicious coffee
makes it a welcome addition; one we know our coffee enthusiasts in the neighborhood will love,
whether on the go, in between shopping, or to enjoy with family and friends,” says Alana Stein,
General Manager of The Street Chestnut Hill.

Blue Bottle is located at 33 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, MA (next to Vince). It is open daily from
7am – 6pm. To reach Blue Bottle, please call 510-653-3394; visit www.bluebottlecoffee.com and
follow @bluebottle on Instagram.
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